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Today’s Goals:
(Electrical Safe Work Practices Updates)
•Discuss True Compliance?
•Demonstrate Employee Training Methods
•Review Key Codes and OSHA ties to NFPA 70E
•Discuss Expectations on 70E Audit Process
•Time Allowing, Discuss Safety Policy Development

Class Questions on NFPA 70E
Experience:
 What is NFPA 70E?
 What role do I have with safety in our company?
 How can I be safer myself?
 How do I help others take this topic seriously
within my company?
 Who has direct responsibility for the safety of
others?
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What is Arc Flash?
Fond du Lac, 2012 Incident
An arc flash event can be described as the release of heat energy, blast
energy and projectiles that can injure employees when electrical
equipment experiences a fault or failure.

Typical Incident Exposure:
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Typical Incident Exposure:

Recent Code Updates
 NFPA 70E was most recently updated
on August 14, 2014 and supersedes all
previous code revisions
 Be aware that there references in the
2011 or 2014 NEC Code that do apply
to NFPA 70E and pertain to breaker
ratings and fault clearing abilities.
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Overview of 2015 NFPA 70E
 The current 70E code has more direct
language on the need to do formal assessments
and other key additions making this code
more direct in nature than all previous codes.
 Upon reading article 130 it becomes evident
that without performing a formal risk
assessment, you would be open to liability
from a third party standpoint. Simply put, the
table approach to PPE does not apply in real
life applications.

Daily Issues?
• Employees have to enter control panels to make
adjustments. Common to see production personnel
also going into equipment and control cabinets.
• Electricians or Maintenance personnel sometimes
don’t completely understand the concepts of
“energized work” when performing LOTO so they
think they are doing things correctly?

• Electricians or Maintenance personnel don’t
attempt to de-energize systems and continue to
work on or near energized equipment.
©Faith Technologies, Inc.
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What is OSHA and/or a Safety
Directors Primary Goal with
Electrical Safety & NFPA 70E?
• To work on systems in a deenergized state!
• How does OSHA tie into this
code on enforcement????

Connecting OSHA & NFPA 70E - LOTO

©Faith Technologies, Inc.
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Changes to the 2011 NEC®
You Must Know
•New and Revised
Labeling/Marking Requirements
•Available Fault Current Labeling
•Equipment Identification
Required

Article 110 –Requirements for
Electrical Installations110.24
Available Fault Current
Article 110 –Requirements for Electrical Installations
110.24 Available Fault Current

(A)Field Marking.
Service equipment in other than dwelling units shall be
legibly marked in the field with the maximum available
fault current. The field marking(s) shall include the date
the fault current calculation was performed and be of
sufficient durability to withstand the environment involved.

.
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Article 408.4 Field
Identification Required
(B) Source of Supply:
 All switchboards and panel boards
supplied by a feeder in other than oneor two-family dwellings shall be
marked to indicate the device or
equipment where the power supply
originates.

2012 vs 2015
NFPA 70E Code
Review:
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2015 Article 90.2 Scope:
Scope:(This article may be used if you ask OSHA
what your responsibilities are as the employer)
 (A) Covered. This standard addresses electrical safetyrelated work practices, safety related maintenance
requirements, and other administration controls for
employee workplaces that are necessary for the
practical safeguarding of employees relative to the
hazards associated with electrical energy during
activities such as the installation, inspection, operation,
maintenance, and demolition of electric conductors,
equipment, signaling and communications conductors
and equipment , and raceways.

Article 90.2 Scope:
Scope: (Continued)
 This standard also includes safe work practices for
employees performing other work activities that can
expose them to electrical hazards as well as safe work
practices for the following:
1.

2.

Installation of conductors and equipment that connect to the
supply of electricity
Installations used by electric utility, such as office buildings,
warehouses, garages, machine shops, and recreational
buildings that are not an integral part of a generating plant,
substation, or control center
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Article 105.3 Responsibility
105.3 Responsibility.
The employer shall provide the safety-related
work practices and shall train the employee, who
shall implement them.
** Performing a “study” is just one small aspect
to this overall topic. Good field applications of
the code along with sound policy and training is
required to cover all aspects of 70E well!

Article 110.1 Electrical Safety
Program
110.1 Electrical Safety Program
(A) General. The employer shall implement and document
an overall electrical safety program that directs activity appropriate
to the risk associated with electrical hazards. The
electrical safety program shall be implemented as part of
the employer’s overall occupational health and safety management
System, when one exists.
(B) Maintenance. The electrical safety program shall include
elements that consider condition of maintenance of
electrical equipment and systems.
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Article 110.3 Host and Contract
Employers’ Responsibility
110.3 Host Employer Responsibilities.
(C) Documentation. Where the host employer has
knowledge of hazards covered by this standard
that are related to the contract employer’s work,
there shall be a documented meeting between the
host employer and the contract employer.

2012 Article 110.2 Training
Requirements
110.2 (C) Emergency Procedures.
(C) Emergency Procedures. Employees exposed to shock
hazards and those employees responsible for taking action
in case of emergency shall be trained in methods of release
of victims from contact with exposed energized electrical
conductors or circuit parts. Employees shall be regularly
instructed in methods of first aid and emergency
procedures, such as approved methods of resuscitation, if
their duties warrant such training. Training of employees
in approved methods of resuscitation and automatic
external defibrillator (AED) use, shall be certified by the
employer annually.
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2015 Article 110.2(A) Training
Requirements
110.2 (A) Safety Training
The training requirements contained in this
section shall apply to employees exposed to an
electrical hazard when the risk associated with
that hazard is not reduced to a safe level by
the applicable electrical installation
requirements.

2015 Article 110.2(c) Training
Requirements
110.2 (C) Emergency Response Training.
(C) (1) Contact Release. Employees exposed to
shock hazards shall be trained in methods of safe
release of victims from contact with exposed
energized electrical conductors or circuit parts.
Refresher training shall occur annually.
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2015 Article 110.2(c) Training
Requirements cont’d
110.2 (C) Emergency Response Training.
(2) First Aid, Emergency Response, and Resuscitation.
(a) Employees responsible for responding to medical
emergencies shall be trained in first aid and emergency
procedures.
(b) Employees responsible for responding to medical
emergencies shall be trained in cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR). Refresher training shall occur annually.
(c) Employees responsible for responding to medical
emergencies shall be trained in the use of an automated
external defibrilator (AED) if an employer’s emergency response
plan includes the use of this device. Refresher training
shall occur annually.

2015 Article 110.2(c) Training
Requirements cont’d
110.2 (C) Emergency Response Training.
(3) Training Verification. Employers shall verify at least
annually that employee training required by this section is
current.
(4) Documentation. The employer shall document that the
training required by this section has occurred.
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2012 Article 110.4 (F) Hazard
Identification
(F) Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment
Procedure:
•An electrical safety program shall include a hazard
identification and a risk assessment procedure to be used
before work is started within the limited approach
boundary or within the arc flash boundary of energized
electrical conductors and circuit parts operating at 50volts
or more or when an electrical hazard exists. The
procedure shall identify the process to be used by the
employee before work is started to identify hazards and
assess risks, including potential risk mitigation strategies.

2015 Article 110.1 (G) Hazard
Identification
(G) Risk Assessment Procedure. An electrical safety program shall
include a risk assessment procedure that addresses employee exposure to electrical
hazards. The procedure shall identify the process to be used by the employee
before work is started to carry out the following:
(1) Identify hazards
(2) Assess risks
(3) Implement risk control according to a hierarchy of
methods

The hierarchy of risk control is as follows:
(1) Elimination
(2) Substitution
(3) Engineering controls
(4) Awareness
(5) Administrative controls
(6) PPE
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New 130.5 (C)Equipment Labeling
Codes for 2015 Edition:
1. At least one of the following:
 Available incident energy and
the corresponding working distance
 Minimum arc rating of clothing
 Required level of PPE
 Highest Hazard/Risk Category (HRC)
for the equipment

New 130.5 (C)Equipment Labeling
Codes for 2015 Edition: (Cont)
(2) Nominal system voltage
(3) Arc flash boundary
 Exception: Labels applied prior to September 30, 2011
are acceptable if they contain the available incident energy
or required level of PPE. (This exception reads poorly)
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Most Important Liability Comment in
the Current Code? 130.5(C)
“The method of calculating and data to
support the information for the label shall
be documented”
 What does this mean? It means you HAVE to
know the exact “process” taken in all aspects of
the 70E assessment.
How was “data collected” Is that acceptable?
Was anything traced and/or confirmed for LOTO
accuracy?

Overview of Informative PPE Label Format:

Be Complete on
PPE listings
Shows Glove Needs
Supports Electrical
LOTO Needs

Date Optional for 70E
Shows Fault Current Levels to Aid in Breaker Applications
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Obtaining a De-Energized State:
De-Energized Work Practices
(Incorrect PPE Labeling/Process)
 This example shows a standard disconnect
with no labeling in place of any kind to
identify either LOTO needs or PPE needs.
 If an employee was asked this question,
how would they be able to respond?
 If you had to change a fuse in this
disconnect, explain to me how you would
do that?

Obtaining a De-Energized State:
De-Energized Work Practices
(Supportive PPE Labeling/Process)
 This example shows a standard disconnect
with ideal labeling in place which in turn
supports the fundamental goal for any
safety program.
 If an employee was asked this question,
how would they be able to respond now?
 If you had to change a fuse in this
disconnect, explain to me how you would
do that?
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How Does NFPA 70E Help Explain the
“Verification of an Electrically Safe
Condition?”
Article 120.1:
An electrically safe condition shall be achieved when
performed in accordance with the procedures of 120.2 and
verified by the following process:
1.
Determine all possible sources of electrical supply to the
specific equipment. Check applicable up to date
drawings, diagrams, and identification tags.
2.
After properly interrupting the load current, open the
disconnecting device(s) for each source.
3.
Wherever possible, visually verify that all blades are
fully open or that the draw out type breakers are
withdrawn to the fully disconnected position.

“Verification of an Electrically Safe
Condition?”
Article 120.1(Continued)
4.

Apply lockout/tagout devices in accordance with a
documented and established policy.

5.

Use an adequately rated test equipment to test each
phase conductor or circuit part to verify it is deenergized. Test each phase conductor or circuit part
both phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground. Before and
after each test, determine that the test equipment is
operating satisfactorily through verification of a
known voltage source.
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“Verification of an Electrically Safe
Condition?”
Article 120.1(Continued)
6.

Where the possibility of induced voltages or stored
electrical energy exists, ground the phase conductors or
circuit parts before touching them. Where it could be
reasonably anticipated that the conductors or circuit
parts being de-energized could contact other exposed
energized conductors or circuit parts, apply ground
connecting devices rated for the available fault duty.

 At what point in these definitions did we see anything on
properly testing voltage rated gloves or acknowledging the
need to wear specific arc flash PPE when testing for
absence of power?

Daily Glove Inspection
 Look for:
cracks,
cuts,
bulges
burns

38
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Class

Max Use Voltage

AC Test Voltage

00 Beige

500v

2.5Kv

0 Red

1Kv

5Kv

1 White

7.5Kv

10Kv

2 Yellow

17Kv

20Kv

3 Green

26.5Kv

30Kv

4 Orange

36Kv

40Kv
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Required Meter Safety Items
Double check your
meter to ensure it
is current

Please make sure your meter leads are correct
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Not Approved. Don’t Shortcut on Tools or
Quality PPE!

Check on ASTM testing
standards.
Look for this symbol to
indicate approved tools:

(Hint: these tools don’t have it!)
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New 2015 Table 130.7 (C)(15)(A)(b)

42
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New 2015 Table 130.7 (C)(15)(A)(a)
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New 2015 PPE Table 130.7 (C)(16)

44
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130.2(B)
Energized Electrical Work Permit
(When Required)
(1) When Required.
When energized work is permitted in accordance with 130.2(A), an
energized electrical work permit shall be required under the following
conditions:
(1) When work is performed within the restricted approach
boundary
(2) When the employee interacts with the equipment when
conductors or circuit parts are not exposed but an increased
likelihood of injury from an exposure to an arc
flash hazard exists

2015 Code-130.2(B)(3)
Energized Electrical Work Permit

(3) Exemptions to Work Permit. An energized electrical
work permit shall not be required if a qualified person is
provided with and uses appropriate safe work practices and
PPE in accordance with Chapter 1 under any of the following
conditions:
(1) Testing, troubleshooting, and voltage measuring
(2) Thermography and visual inspections if the restricted
approach boundary is not crossed
(3) Access to and egress from an area with energized electrical
equipment if no electrical work is performed and
the restricted approach boundary is not crossed
(4) General housekeeping and miscellaneous non-electrical
tasks if the restricted approach boundary is not crossed
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Annex J:
Use this as a
starting point:
DO NOT Take
away from the
content.

2015 Additions for Maintenance
 205.3 General Maintenance Requirements:
Electrical equipment shall be maintained in accordance with
manufacturers’ instructions or industry consensus standards
to reduce the risk associated with failure. The equipment
owner or the owner’s designated representative shall be
responsible for maintenance of the electrical equipment and
documentation.
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2015 Additions for Maintenance
 205.4 Test Equipment
Test instruments and associated test leads used to
verify the absence or presence of voltage shall be
maintained to assure functional integrity. The
maintenance program shall include functional
verification as described in 110.4(A)(5).

What Might OSHA Look For?:
 Will look for PPE labeling
 Will seek inspection of tools and PPE use
 Will seek supporting data on training efforts to show
evidence of qualified staff
 May seek evidence of the process used for risk
assessments
 Will review and quantify your use of energized work
permits and job briefings
 Bottom Line, How do you manage de-energized work
methods
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What Do You Take With You From
Today?
 Investigate your current policy for targeting ESWP goals
 Inventory who in your site is the target group for “qualified
employee”?
 Determine how you want to manage this topic? Code book
approach or doing a formal ESWP project correctly.
 Rely on your training from today and second guess source
information carefully from vendors (Current trends are not
representing true compliance).
 Select an approved ESWP approach, document your path and
complete the ESWP project.
 Train your staff and keep current with your electrical
documentation of your site.

Questions?
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